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jellyfish are taking 

over (again)
from a fish to a jellyfish ocean



Fishing down the food web (Pauly 2003 Valencia-

2008)



Pauly a year later (2009)



but the future is now!: from 

a fish to a jellyfish ocean



There are no projects to study 

these phenomena. 

CIESM, Marevivo, and 

CoNISMa launched in 2009 

a citizen science campaign: the 

CIESM JELLYWATCH. aimed 

at soliciting jellyfish records 

from Italian citizens.from Italian citizens.

This poster was distributed after 

an intense media campaign. 

Hundreds of records were 

received from the 8000 km of 

Italian coast from June to 

September 2009



The success 

of the 2009 

campaign 

led to further 
enhancemen

t in 2010



the 2010 poster
Cassiopea

Drymonema

Phyllorhiza

4000 copies were printed

After the July article, Focus 

inserted it in the August issue: inserted it in the August issue: 

400.000 copies!



Focus opened a web page

and meteomedusa started



a newcomer to the 

mediterranean



The first documented case of 

deadly sting in the 

Mediterranean



meteomedusa showed that Physalia was 
around (and Physalia has killed already)



summer 2010summer 2010



june



july



august



september



Cotylorhiza in 
2010

Cotylorhiza in 
september



in Time again...



Outreach is 

important!
Lineablu reaches 3 million people



history takes its toll



coda
• in 1976 Lord Robert May (coming from 

physics) published a seminal article in 

Nature: Simple mathematical models 

with very complicated dynamics
(Nature).

•• He introduced chaos theory into 

ecology

• 12 years later he published: How many 

species are there on earth? (Science).

• How can you make a model if you do 

not know the variables and their 

interactions?



nasty coda

• meanwhile, astrobiologists developed 

the equation of the Martians:

•
the equation of the Martians:

• N = R* x fp x ne x fl x fi x fc x L
• we invest billions to find the martians 
(what is the price of the stamp of the 
postcard we sent them?) and we do not 
know life diversity on this planet!


